Lattice Edge


2. Start with Card Base 5 ½” x 8 ½” folded in half.

3. Place card on the Simply Scored Tool (with the diagonal plate) in the upper left hand corner, with the folded side to the top.

4. Place ruler/straight edge on top of the card, horizontally at the 3/4” mark on the left hand side of the simply scored.

5. Start at the first marker and score down to the ruler and continue every other one.

6. Move ruler/straight edge up to the ½” mark.

7. At the 2nd marker score down to the ruler and continue every other marker. You will have a long score ¾” and then a short ½” etc.

8. Then take your scissor and cut each score mark.

9. Open and lay flat with the point of the “V” up.

10. Starting at the bottom, fold the 2nd point down, and then fold every other one down.

11. Close Card and Stamp and Embellish as desired.